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A thermodynamic model for the enstatitediopside join
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Ansrru,ct
A thermodynamic model for the enstatite-diopsidejoin consistentwith all experimental
observationshas been developed.Unlike previous models, this model reproducesexactly
the phaserelations determined by Carlson (1988) in the enstatite-rich portion of the join
at I bar and 1295-1425 "C. The model fits the high-pressuredata up to 60 kbar as welas previous models. However, only this model is consistentwith the data at 100- I 52 kbar.
Although the new model is similar in complexity to the models used before, the improvements were achieved by including second-orderparametersrelated to the differencesin
heat capacity and compressibility. The model predicts the stability of all enstatite polymorphs, including the previously unrecognizedstability of high clinoenstatite at temperatures below melting. The stability of orthopyroxene at I bar and high temperaturesis
confirmed. The ability of the model to predict the compositions of two coexisting pyroxenes at 100-160 kbar is essentialfor deciphering the mineral and chemical composition
and the evolution of the Earth's upper mantle.

IxrnonucrroN
In a seriesofrecent papers,Carlson reported new data
for the enstatite-diopsidejoin at I bar and presentedevidence for the reappearanceof orthopyroxene at 13701445 t (Carlson 1985, 1986, 1988, and Carlson et al.,
1988). However, the subsequentthermodynamic models
did not succeedin reproducing the experimentally observed stability field oforthopyroxene at I bar and high
temperatures.The model of Carlson and Lindsley (1988)
was the first attempt to include protoenstatite. The model
does not reproduce the experimentally determined sliape
of the orthopyroxene stability field at I bar and high temperatures,and has some peculiar properties at high temperatures that limit the use of the model in the pyroxene
quadrilateral. Davidson et al. (1988) pointed out the
problems with that model and proposeda new model that
fits the data in the pressure-temperature range important
for geothermometry and ignored the high-temperature
stability oforthopyroxene at I bar and the data at pressures above 30 kbar. This study presents a thermodynamic model capable of reproducing all experimentally
observed phase relations, including the correct shape of
the orthoenstatite stability field at I bar and high temperatures,the data of Brey and Huth (1984) and Nickel
and Brey (1984) at 40-60 kbar, the data ofYamada and
Takahashi(1984) at 50-100 kbar, and the data ofGasparik (1989) at 100-152 kbar.
THnnuoovNAMrc
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clude protoenstatite. The main difference in the present
model is in the addition of the second-orderparameters
related tq the differencesin heat capacity and compressibility, which produce curved end-member boundaries;
until now, only the first-order parameters(AI1, A,S,AI4
were used, resulting in straight boundaries.
Pyroxenes on the enstatite-diopside join (MgrSirOuCaMgSi,Ou)usually belong to one of the three solid solutions: protopyroxene (Ppx), the solution of protoenstatite (PEn) and protodiopside (PDi); orthopyroxene (Opx),
the solution of orthoenstatite (OEn) and orthodiopside
(ODi); and clinopyroxene (Cpx), the solution of clinoenstatite (CEn) and clinodiopside (CDi). Pigeonite (Pig) is
the Ca-poor clinopyroxene at temperatures and pressures
where immiscibility produces two clinopyroxene phases.
Pigeonite has the C2/c struclure at high temperatures and
is likely to belong to the same solid solution as the Carich clinopyroxene (Lindsley et al., l98l). It is possible
to write six reactions among the end-members of these
solid solutions (of which only four reactionsare independent). The equilibrium conditions are
OEn: CEn,
R Z l n a . r " - R I l n e o e n* L G ( A ) : 0 ,
ODi:

CDi,
R?"ln a.oo- R?"ln aoo, * AG(.B): 0,

(A)
(B)

PEn: CEn,
RIln ao" - RIln ar." * LG(C):0,

(C)

PDi:

(D)

CDi,
R?"ln a.- - R?"ln a.- * AG(D):0,

The model is similar to that of Lindsley et al. (1981),
which was used in many subsequentmodeling studies. PEn: OEn,
RZln aorn- RZln ar"" * AG(E): A,
Carlson and Lindsley (1988) expandedthis model to in0003-004x/90/09
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set of parameters that can be used with the corresponding
thermodynamic model to calculate the experimentally
observedphaserelations. One major problem in this approach is that the relationship between the phase comwhere
positions and the model parametersis nonlinear; a small
- ras8?o
error in the input compositions can sometimes result in
LG,.,:A11B7o
drdr
I:" I"ac,/r
very large errors in AG, and, at the other extreme, some
fine details in the experimentally observed phase relations can be associatedwith very small changesin AG.
Lindsley et al. (1981) suggesteda solution to this probThis expressionfrom Gasparik and Newton (1984) can lem: the input compositions in the least-squaresregression are adjusted within acceptable limits until all residbe simplif,ed to
uals become neeligible. Similar adjustments of the input
LG : AIr - rAS. - cTts + P AV - bP2.
compositions are also required in the linear proglamming
technique to make the solution possible or to alleviate
where
constraintsthat are too rigid (Carlsonand Lindsley, 1988).
g
.
7
5
r
r
o
'
,
AC,:
Although thesetechniqueswork in most cases,they have
not been completely successfulin modeling the enstatiterF
d T d T : 1 5 1 0 8 c- 4 6 . 7 2 c T+ c T t s ,
diopside join.
J n , nJ n , n A C e / T
The procedureusedin this study was the reverseofthe
AH": AHUI - l5l08c,
previous approach. Instead ofadjusting the experimental
compositions, the model parameterswere adjusted;each
- 46.72c,
AS": ASSuo
time an adjustment was made, selectedcompositions were
calculatedwith the newly modified model and compared
or,,dP: P avo,- 0.5A(BV1)P,
with the compositions constrainedby experiments.It was
f,"
observed that each parameler dominates a certain aspect
:PAV"r-bP2.
of a phase diagram and has only a minor effect on the
rest. This allows sequentialrefinement of the parameters,
In addition to the first-order parameters, AfI, AS, and if the sequenceis chosen correctly. The final step inLV, the expressionfor AG includes two second-orderpa- volved iteration, which smoothed out the remaining disrameters c, expressingthe heat capacity differences,and crepanciesbetween the calculated and the experimentally
D, expressingthe differencesin compressibilitiesbetween determined compositions.
The enstatite-diopsidejoin is particularly suitable for
the end-members in Reactions A-F. All parameters reported in this study are in joules (J), kelvins (K), and bars the approach described because the highly detailed experimental study ofCarlson (1988) at I bar provides narOar).
pyroxene
The activities of the
components were ap- row constraints on the enthalpy and entropy parameters,
proximated by the Redlich-Kister equation (Redlich and minimizing the need to consider initially the high-pressure data. In some cases,the parameters from the preKister, 1948;Gasparik, 1984):
vious models served as convenient starting points for their
further refinement. Most of the experimental data used
RZln a.": RZln XE" + AGXLi + BG(4X*
3X'^),
in the fitting procedure were summarized by Carlson and
- 4XI),
RZln ao, : RIln XDr+ A,XT^ + BG(3X'zh
Lindsley (1988, their Table l).
PDi:

ODi,
RIln ao- - R?"ln a"o, * AG(F) : 0,

+ J,' d,v,."ar.

where lo : An - AsT + AnP, and Bo: B, - BsT +
B"P. The Ao parameter produces a symmetric solution;
,Bo introduces asymmetry. The Redlich-Kister parameters are directly related to the more commonly usedMargulesparameters:Wrr: Ae - Bo, and Wr, : Ao * Bo.
In the presentmodel, as in most of the previous models,
excessentropy terms were not used (or needed)because
the enstatite-diopsidesolutions are likely to have negligible disorder.
Sor,urroN
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Modeling procedurescommonly employed involve simultaneous fitting of all experimental data using leastsquaresregression(Lindsley et al., l98l) or linear programming (Carlson and Lindsley, 1988). The result is a

The enstatite-diopsidejoin at I bar
The modeling procedure was begun by fitting the twoclinopyroxene solvus, which is mainly constrained by
Carlson's (1988) data at I bar in the temperature range
1295-1375 "C, with the result A*(Cpx) : 29270, and
Bo(Cpx) : -2800. At 1295'C, the resulting parameters
predicted pigeonite with 16.86 mol% diopside coexisting
with clinopyroxene containing 7 3.33o/odiopside (Fig. I ).
Although immiscibility was not observed in orthopyroxene and protopyroxene becauseof their limited compositional range, these solutions are not likely to be ideal,
considering the large miscibility gap in clinopyroxene.
Thus, although the experimental data could be equally
well satisfied with an ideal orthopyroxene or protopyroxene, the assignmentof a reasonableamount of nonideal-
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Fig. l. Calculatedtemperature-composition
join at I
for the enstatite-richportion of the enstatite-diopside
bar and the experimental
dataofCarlson(1988).Trianglesindicatereversals,squarescorrespondto synthesisexperiments.

to negative. The anomalous heat capacity was assigned
to protoenstatite, and thus appearsonly in Reactions C
and E. The magnitude of the AC" term affects the size,
shape,and composition of the high-temperaturestability
field of orthopyroxene. After several trials rvith smaller
AC" terms, the parameter0.67"15(resulting from the double integral of ACr) produced the most satisfactoryfit.
The protopyroxene-pigeonite equilibrium at 1295-1370
"C and the protopyroxene-clinopyroxeneequilibrium at
1005-1295 oC are controlled by Reactions C and D.
Reaction C primarily controls the pigeonite limb, and
Reaction D the protopyroxene limb of the protopyroxene-pigeonitesolvus. The clinopyroxene limb of the protopyroxene-clinopyroxenesolvus is primarily controlled
by the miscibility gap in the clinopyroxene solution and
only to a small extent by Reaction C. Although the temperature range of the protopyroxene-pigeonitestability is
quite small, the temperaturedependenceof the pigeonite
composition was determined by Carlson (1988) well
enoughto constrain Arl(C) and AS'(C); both parameters
were adjusted until the pigeonite limb of the protopyroxene-pigeonitesolvus was placed at 16.86 molo/odiopside
at 1295'C and thus intersected the two-clinopyroxene
solvus at that temperature.At the sametime, the pigeonite limb at 1370'C had to be placed at a composition
closeto I I molo/odiopside to satisfi the data (Fig. l). The
following parameters place this composition at ll.3lo/o
diopside:AG'(C) : -14475 + 33.67 - 0.67t 5. The parameters for Reaction D were obtained by frtting the
compositions of protopyroxeneat 1005-1370 'C. The
values were finalized in the subsequentiterations by placing the protopyroxene-orthopyroxene-clinopyroxene
equilibrium at 1005 qC:AG"(D) : -11920 - 77.
The next step was to fit the compositions of coexisting
orthopyroxeneand pigeoniteat 1370-1400 "C (Fie. l).
This equilibrium is controlled by ReactionsA and B. The
parameters for Reaction A are constrained by Reaction
C, determined in the previous step, and by Reaction E
which was experimentally locatedat 980'C (Atlas, 1952).
This left only one adjustable parameter for Reaction A,
which was found by trial and error. The parameter varied
during modeling was ASF(E); for each value of A,S'(E),
AH'(E) : I253A.S'(E). The parameters for Reaction A
were then calculated:AGIA) : AG'(C) - AG"(E). By adjusting the parametersfor Reaction B, the pigeonite limb
was placedat the composition I1.310/odiopsideat 1370
'C to intersect the protopyroxene-pigeonitesolvus. The
composition of the coexisting orthopyroxene and the
shape of the orthopyroxene stability field depended on
the value of AS"(E). The closest agreementwith the experimental data was found using the following parameters:
AG"(E): -17932 + 35'55I - 0'6Tt s'
AG"(A):3457 - 1.957,

ity to both solutions would result in more realistic values
for the parameters in Reactions B, D, and F. For both
orthopyroxene and protopyroxene, the value oflo was
set at 20 kJ, as proposed by Davidson et al. (1988).
At 1295-1370 oC,the enstatite-rich compositions produced coexisting protopyroxene and pigeonite (Fig. 1).
Carlson's (1988) data indicate that the Ca content of the
pigeonite and, to a smaller degree,of the coexisting protopyroxene decreaseswith increasing temperature. The
same trend was observedabove 1370 olc for the coexisting orthopyroxene and pigeonite at higher Ca contents
and for the coexisting protopyroxene and orthopyroxene
at lower Ca contents.Thesetrends required that the endmember reactions OEn : CEn, PEn : CEn, and PEn :
OEn all be located at higher temperaturesthan the phase
relations at 1295-1425 .C. This contradicted the experimentally determined protoenstatite-orthoenstatitetransition at 985 (+10) lC (Atlas, 1952). The contradiction
can be resolved only if the protoenstatite-orthoenstatite
boundary appearsat I bar at two different temperatures.
AG'(B):-32845+127.
This can be achieved by introducing a AC. term that causes a changein the slope of the protoenstatite-orthoensta- In this step, one of the parameters for Reaction B was
tite boundary with increasing temperature from positive selected,in this caseAS9, and only the enthalpy param-
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in the previous models, with the result lo : 29270 0.03P, and Be : -2800 + 0.04P. These excessparameters produce a solvus that is asymmetrically skewed toward enstatite at I bar and that then becomessymmetric
at 70 kbar, and again asymmetric but skewedtoward diopside at higher pressures.
It became apparent during the fitting procedure that,
by themselves, AVparameters in Reactions A and B would
not be sufficient to expressthe high-pressurebehavior of
the orthopyroxene-clinopyroxenesolvus. The reason is
The orthopyroxene-clinopyroxeneequilibrium
that the Ca content of orthopyroxene coexistingwith cliat high pressures
nopyroxeneincreasesbetween I bar and 15 kbar but deThe only data on the two-clinopyroxene solvus at high creasesat higher pressures.Therefore,compressibility papressuresare the compositions of coexisting orthopyrox- rameters were required to expressthe pressuredependence
ene,pigeonite, and clinopyroxene at l5 kbar and 1465 'C of the orthopyroxene composition (Reaction B) and to
(Schweitzer, 1982). However, these experimental results place the clinopyroxene limb of the orthopyroxene-cliallow a range of compositions for the coexisting phases nopyroxenesolvus at 100 kbar in agreementwith the data
and thus do not provide narrow constraints on the high- (Reaction A). The most satisfactoryfit was achievedwith
pressurebehavior of the two-clinopyroxene solvus. The the following parameters:
orthopyroxene-clinopyroxeneequilibrium data place inA G ( A ) : 3 4 5 7 - 1 3 5 7 + 0 . 0 3 8 P* 1 . 7 x l 0 - 7 P 2 ,
direct constraints on the two-clinopyroxene solvus, beAG(B) : -32845 + l2T + 0.09P - 40 x l0-7P2.
cause the clinopyroxene limb of the orthopyroxene-clinopyroxene solvus is primarily controlled by immiscibility
The calculated temperature-composition phase diain the clinopyroxene solution and only to a much lesser
grams for the enstatite-diopsidejoin at various pressures
extent by Reaction A. Most of the high-pressuredata give
are in Figure 2. Also plotted are experimental data, taken
information on the compositions of coexisting orthopymostly from Table I of Carlson and Lindsley (1988),
roxene and clinopyroxene. These data al pressuresup to
which allow the comparison between the model and the
60 kbar can be reproduced with the existing thermodyexperimental observations.
namic models without major problems.
Gasparik (1989) reported new data on the coexisting
orthopyroxeno and clinopyroxene at 100 kbar (Fig. 2n) Protopyroxene at high pressures
that show that the temperature dependenceofthe clinoThe parametersbasedon the Carlson's(1988)data limit
pyroxene limb at this pressurewas much stronger than the stability of protopyroxene at I bar to the temperature
predicted by any of the existing thermodynamic models. range 980-1604 "C. The successof the present model
Apparently, the relatively small pressurerangeof the pre- depended on its consistencywith existing experimental
vious data did not constrain adequatelythe high-pressure data on the high-pressurestability ofprotopyroxene.
dependenceof the two-clinopyroxene solvus; here, this
The most important constraintson the stability of prodependencewas modeled from the data at 100 kbar and topyroxene are provided by the experimental data on the
Schweitzer's(1982) dataat l5 kbar.
end-member protoenstatite-orthoenstatite boundary at
The compositions of the coexisting pigeonite and cli- high pressures(Fig. 3). The boundary was determined at
nopyroxenewere fitted at l5 kbar and 1465'C by select- I 200- I 3 50 "C by Kushiro et al. (l 968) and at I 000- I 300
ing such values for ,4, and B , of clinopyroxene to obtain 'C by Anastasiou and Seifert (1972). The results of both
compositions in agreementwith Schweitzer's(1982) data. studies are consistentwith each other and with a straight
The AZ(A) value was then adjusteduntil the composition line passingthrough 975 "C at I bar, in agreementwith
of the clinopyroxene coexisting with orthopyroxene was Atlas (1952). Thus, these data do not indicate that the
identical to the composition of clinopyroxene coexisting boundary curves and returns to I bar ai 1604 oC, as rewith pigeonite at 1465 .C. The value of AZ(B) was si- quired by the model. However, a linear extrapolation of
multaneously adjusted to keep the orthopyroxene com- the boundary to higher temperaturesis inconsistentwith
position within the experimental range. Then the ortho- rhe determination of the boundary by Boyd et al. (1964)
pyroxene-clinopyroxene solvus was calculated at 100 kbar at temperaturesbetween 1550'C and the solidus. Chen
and compared with the experimental data. This proce- and Presnall(1975) attempted to resolvethis discrepancy
dure was repeatedwith different values of ,4, and Bn until by conducting additional experiments at temperatures
the temperaturedependenceof the clinopyroxenelimb at above 1300 .C. Although they obtained a reversal at 8
100 kbar was consistent with the experimental observa- kbar and 1313-1417 oC consistentwith the low-tempertions. The goal was to place this limb at 1650 oC, 60 ature data, the experiments at higher temperaturespromolo/odiopside, and 1750 'C, 50 molo/odiopside. The duced orthoenstatite, in violation of a straight protoengreater temperature dependenceof the clinopyroxene limb
statite-orthoenstatiteboundary.
was achieved mainly by using a larger value for Brthan
In order for the model to be consistentwith all expereter was adjusted to place the pigeonite limb at 1370 "C
and ll.3l0lo diopside. In the subsequentiterations, the
parameters for Reaction B were finalized by fitting the
orthopyroxene limb of the orthopyroxene-clinopyroxene
solvus at temperaturesbelow 1005 "C.
The calculated phase relations for the enstatite-diopside join at I bar are shown in Figures I and 2a. Figure
I compares favorably with the hand-drawn phase diagram ofCarlson (1988, his Fig. 6).
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boundary is consistentwith the stability of orthoenstatite
indicated by the experimental results of Chen and Presnall (1975)and even with the data ofBoyd et al. (1964).
Boyd et al. (1964) determined the protoenstatite-orthoenstatite boundary at 1550 "C; however the data at higher
temperatures apply to the orthoenstatite-clinoenstatite
boundary, where clinoenstatite is most likely identical to
high clinoenstatite(Perrotta and Stephenson,1965).Both
protoenstatite and high clinoenstatite quench as low clinoenstatite and thus cannot be distinguished in the experimental products.
To complete the model, it was necessaryto assigrrpressure dependenciesto Reactions D and F. Theoretically,
this could be accomplished by fitting the data of Biggar
(1988) for protopyroxene coexisting with clinopyroxene
AG(E): -17932 + 35.55r
or orthopyroxene. However, the protopyroxene compo- 0.6715(l _ 633 x lO-'p) - 0.32p.
sition is rather insensitive to pressure,and fitting the data
The same pressuredependenceof heat capacity was as- exactly would require unrealistically large A /parameters.
Thus the AZvalues were assignedarbitrarily by assuming
signedto Reaction C:
zero pressuredependencyfor Reaction D, following Carlac(c): aG(E)+ AG(A),
son and Lindsley (1988)and Davidson et al. (1988).The
resulting protopyroxene compositions have slightly larger
AG(C):-14475+33.67
_ 0.67'ti(l _ 633 x l0 8p)
Ca contents than those determined by Biggar (1988), but
the boundary between orthopyroxene and protopyroxene
- 0.282P+ 1.7 x l0-7P2.
* clinopyroxene is in agreement(Fig. 3).
The calculated temperature-composition phase diaThe calculated protoenstatite-orthoenstatite boundary and
the corresponding experimental data are in Figure 3. The grams for the enstatite-diopsidejoin involving protoen-

imental observations, it was necessaryto find pressuredependent parameters that would produce an approximately straight protoenstatite-orthoenstatite boundary in
the temperature range 980-1300 oC and a sharp curve at
higher temperatures.A simple AV term combined with
the LH, AS, and AC, parameters derived from the data
at I bar produced a symmetric curve with the pressure
maximum at the midpoint between 980 and 1604 lC.
This symmetry was preservedeven afterintroducing terms
for compressibility or thermal expansion.In contrast, the
experimental observations require an asymmetric curve
with the pressuremaximum around 1450 qC. This was
achieved by introducing pressuredependenceto the AC,
parameter, with the result
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statite are shown in Figures 2a-f. With increasing pressure,the stability fields ofprotopyroxene + pigeonite and
protopyroxene * clinopyroxenenarrow. The protopyroxene-pigeonitesoh.usdisappearsat pressuresslightly above
I kbar, and a second high-temperature orthopyroxeneclinopyroxene solvus forms at higher pressures(Fig. 2d).
The protopyroxene-clinopyroxenesolvus is eliminated at
1.8 kbar. Protopyroxenecoexistswith orthopyroxeneonly
at 1.8-8.5 kbar, and is metastableat higher pressures.
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The thermodynamic model derived above is consistent
with most of the experimental data in the pressurerange
0-100 kbar and temperaturerange 850-1750 "C. It reproducesexactly the phaserelations involving high-temperature orthopyroxene at I bar and, at the same time,
fits the high-pressuredata as well as any ofthe previous
models. However, there are still some discrepanciesbetween the model and the experimental data.
A discrepancywas observedat I bar between the data
and the calculated clinopyroxene limbs of the orthopyroxene-clinopyroxeneand protopyroxene-clinopyroxene
solvi at 900-1200 "C. The data indicate higher enstatite
solubilities in clinopyroxenethan the model predicts. The
same kind of discrepancywas produced by the model of
Carlson and Lindsley (1988); in that model, however, the
authors reduced the discrepancyby increasingthe asymmetry of the two-clinopyroxene solvus. This resulted in
a less satisfactory fit to the pigeonite compositions at
1295-1350 oC, whereas the innprovement to the clinopyroxene compositions at lower temperatureswas marginal. In addition, this compromise also worsenedthe fit
to the high-pressuredata. The discrepancy seemsto be
limited to the data at I bar obtained with the flux, which
was present in minor amounts in all crystalline phases;
thus, the discrepancycould have resulted from an incorrect projection of the pyroxene compositions to the enstatite-diopsidej oin.
A number ofdiscrepancies at high pressuresreflect internal inconsistenciesamong the data, which cannot be
satisfiedwith any model. However, small systematicdiscrepanciesin the compositions of the Ca-rich clinopyroxene at 1400 oC and higher temperatures may have resulted from fitting exactly the data ofSchweitzer (1982);
Carlson and Lindsley (1988) compromised by lowering
the temperature for the three coexisting pyroxenesfrom
1465 to 1436 T^ The improvement however was minor
and did not seem to warrant the compromise.
Carlson's (1988) data place unusually strong constraints on the enthalpy and entropy parameters of the
end-member reactions. Whereas the parameters for the
diopside end-memberreactionsare model dependent,the
parameters for the enstatite end-member reactions are
likely to be very close to the true thermodynamic values
becausethe crucial experimental constraints include enstatite-rich compositions. The data allow refinement of

o)

Fig. 3. Temperature-pressure phase diagram for the enstatite-diopside join showing the calculated univariant phase
boundaries and the corresponding experimental data. Round
symbols indicate the data ofBoyd et al. (1964), Anastasiou and
Seifert (1972), and Chen and Presnall (1975) for the enstatite
composition. Squaresrepresentthe data ofBiggar (1988) for the
enstatite-diopsidecompositions.

the corresponding enthalpy differencesto a few joules;
suchprecision is currently not possiblein the calorimetric
measurements.The potential application of the thermochemical data is further hampered by the metastability
or limited stability for most of the participating endmember phases,by the uncertainty in the extrapolation
of the measurementsto high temperatures, and by the
small differences in the thermochemical values between
the phasosin the end-member reactions.
The parameters for Reaction A are particularly well
constrained by the data at I bar and surprisingly close to
the values obtained by Lindsley et al. (1981). The values
for AII(A) are consistently lower in all existing models
than the value of 8.4 + 4.2kJ/mol estimated by Newton
eI al. (1979) from the enthalpy of solution measurements.
The volume parameters in the model are in broad
agreementwith the measuredmolar volumes. The unitcell volumes reported by Smith (1969) allow the determination of AV for the protoenstatite-orthoenstatite
transition of -0.214 J/bar at I bar and 25 "C, which
comparesfavorably with the model value of -0.32J/bar.
Nickel and Brey (1984) proposed that the differencebetween the unit-cell volumes of orthoenstatite and clinoenstatite,estimated from the molar volumes of the enstatite-diopsideclinopyroxenesreported by Newton et al.
(1979),is in the rangeof -0.01 to +0.07 J/har, which is
consistent with the model value of +0.038 J/bar.
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ing parameterswere calculated from the temperature of
the low CEn-high CEn transition of 995'C (l bar), from
the temperature of the OEn-low CEn transition of 566
'C (and the suggestedcurved extrapolation to high pressures), and from the parametors of the OEn-high CEn
transition derived in this studv:
OEn: low CEn
LG: -1921 + 2.297- 0.0llP + l0-7P2,
E
F

H i g h -P
Clinoenslotile

P r e s s u r(ek b o r )

phasediagramfor the MgSiO,
Fig. 4. Temperature-pressure
system.MeltingcurveafterBoydet al. (1964)and Presnalland
phaserelationsbasedon GasGasparik(1990).Post-pyroxene
parik (1990).Abbreviations:Bt : MgrSiOobeta phase,St :
stishovite.

AnotttoNll,
PHASE RELI\TroNS oN THE
ENSTATITE.DIOPSIDEJOIN
Grover (1972) demonstrated the stability of low clinoenstatite(P2r/c) by obtaining reversalsofthe transition
of orthoenstatite to low clinoenstatite under hydrostatic
conditions at 2 and 4 kbar using MgClr.HrO as a flux.
The resulting phaseboundary was describedby the equation T('C) : 566 + 4.5P(kbar). A linear extrapolation of
this boundary to high pressures predicts the stability of
low clinoenstatite at higher temperatures than the earlier
high-pressurestudiesby Sclar et al. (1964) and Boyd and
England (1965), both conducted in solid-media devices.
Shear stressescommon in such devices favor the metastableformation of low clinoenstatitefrom orthoenstatite
(Riecker and Rooney, 1967) and,thus cannot explain the
discrepancy. Yamamoto and Akimoto (1977) also reported orthoenstatite forming under presumably hydrostatic conditions at lower temperatures than the linear
extrapolation of the Grover's boundary would allow. The
experimental observations imply that the boundary separating orthoenstatite and low clinoenstatite curves to
lower temperaturesat high pressures(Fig. 4). This is not
surprising, considering the small LV of the transition
(-0.003 J/mol, Stephensonet al., 1966); even a small
differencein compressibilities could produce a large curvature in the boundary.
Perrotta and Stephenson(1965) observed that low clinoenstatite transformed reversibly to a different phaseat
995(+ 5; 'C and named the new phasehigh clinoenstatite.
Smith (1969) suggestedthat the structure of the new phase
was C2/c. It is very likely that this high clinoenstatite is
the end-member of the solution between C2/c enstatite
and C2/c diopside, for which the present model predicts
a limited stability below the solidus (Fig. 3). The follow-

high CEn : low CEn
LG: -53j8 + 4.247 - 0.049p - 0.7 x t0-iP2.
The resulting AZ(-0.01| J/bar) for the transition of orthoenstatite to low clinoenstatite is close to the value of
-0.003 J/bar measuredat I bar (Stephensonet al., 1966).
The model AV (-0.049 J/bar) for the transition between
high and low clinoenstatite is similar to the value of -0.04
J/bar resulting from the measurementsof Smyth (1974,
his Figure 3) on high and low clinohypersthene.
The MgSiO, phaserelations are further complicated by
the observation of a transition from orthoenstatiteto clinoenstatite at high pressures and temperatures (Yamamoto and Akimoto, 1977). Pacalo and Gasparik (1990)
reversedthis transition at 900-1700 "C (Fig. 4). Presnall
and Gasparik (1990) also located the triple point for coexisting orthoenstatite, clinoenstatite, and melt at 2230
oC and ll9 kbar. These experimental observations are
consistent with a boundary given by the equation Pftbar)
: 0.03 I ffq
+ 50. The slope of this boundary is much
smaller than that for the boundary between orthoenstatite
and low clinoenstatite determined by Grover (1972); thus,
it is unlikely that the clinoenstatite at both boundaries is
the samephase,despite the fact that the quench products
are identical. Pacalo and Gasparik (1990) suggestedthat
the clinoenstatite phasestable at high pressuresand temperatures is a new high-pressurepolymorph, high-pressureclinoenstatite,possibly an analogueof MgrGerOuclinopyroxene (Ross and Navrotsky, 1988). Gasparik
(1989) suggestedthe value of -0.2 J/bar for AZ of the
transition of orthoenstatite to high-pressureclinoenstatite, basedon the similar AV (-0.234 J/bar) for the transition between orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene in the
system MgrGerOu,resulting in the following parameters:
AG : 8300 + 6.27 - 0.2P. These parameterswere used
to calculate the two-clinopyroxene solvus in Figure 2n.
The complete phasediagram for the MgSiO, systemis in
Figure 4.
The phase relations on the enstatite-diopsidejoin at
I 6 50 'C and pressureshigher than I 00 kbar were reported
by Gasparik (1990). Two coexisting clinopyroxenes are
stable to 156 kbar. At 156 kbar, the diopsidic pyroxene
is replacedwith a new high-pressurephase,the CM phase.
Garnet with a composition closeto EnroDiro(mol0/o)forms
on the join at 163 kbar. The CM phase reacts to form
garnet and perovskite (CaSiOr)at 176 kbar. The Ca content of the garnet coexisting with the CaSiO, perovskite
decreasesrapidly with increasingpressuro;ultimately the
garnet reacts to form MgSiO. ilmenite and CaSiO, pe-
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rovskite at 186 kbar. The MgSiO, ilmenite transforms to
perovskite at 230 kbar; two coexisting perovskites are
likely to be stable throughout the lower mantle.

Suvrumv
This study presentsa new thermodynamic model for
the enstatite-diopsidejoin that is consistent w'ith all experimental observations.The phase relations on the enstatite-diopsidejoin include five pyroxene solid solutions
with ten end-members:orthopyroxene (OEn-ODi), protopyroxene (PEn-PDi), low clinopyroxene (low CEn-low
CDi), high clinopyroxene (high CEn-hieh CDi), and highpressure clinopyroxene (high-P CEn-high-P CDi). Following is the summary of all parameters(J, K, bar):
Ac(high Cpx): 29270 - 0.03P,
B"(high Cpx) : -2800 + 0.04P,

propertiesof pyroxeneend-members
TABLE
1. Thermodynamic
Phase
Orthoenstatite
Protoenstatite
Low clinoenstatit€
High clinoenstatite
High-P clino€nstatite
Orthodiopside
Protodiopside
High clinodiopside
High-P clinodiopside

Llt.",o
(kJ/mol)

-69.5.
-60.63
-71.42
-66.04
-61.20
- 113.55
-1U.48
-146.4b

- 128.55

Qro
(J/mol'K)

l/3,0
(J/bar)

386.2"
393.72
3&t.91
388.15
380.0
408.3
389.3
396.3"
396.3

6.400
6.720
6.389
6.438
6.200
6.670
6.760
6.760
6.960

Note:' : Enthalpyot tormation from oxides at 970 K, based on Kiseleva
et al. (1979),Chatillon-colinetet al. (198i!), and Brousse et al. (1984);" :
Charlu et al. (1978);': Krupka et al. (1985a, 1985b);d : Unit-cellvolume
at 298 K trom Chatteriee and Schreyer (1972), thermal expansion of 3.2
x 10 5/€ (Skinner, 1966); " : Unit-cellvolume at 298 K from Charlu et
al. (1978),thermalexpansionof 3.3 x 10 5fC (Cameronand Papike,1980)'

uated from the enthalpy, heat-capacity,and unit-cell volume measurements;the parameters for the remaining
OEn: high CEn,
end-members were calculated from the differences given
AG:3457 - 1.957"+ 0.038P-t 1.7 x l0-1P2.
in the end-member reactions.The only end-member other than orthoenstatite and diopside for which thermoODi: high CDi,
chemical measurementsare available is low clinoenstaAG: -32845 + l2T + o'o9P - 40 x lo-7P2'
tite. The values at 298 K from Robie et al. (1978)
PEn: high CEn,
extrapolated to 970 K with the heat-capacityequations
LG: -14475 + 33.67
of Berman and Brown (1985) yield the value of -71.1
_ 0.6r'50 _ 633 x l0 8P)_ 0.292P
kJlmol for the enthalpy of formation from oxides, and
383.7 J/molK for the entropy, in close agreementwith
* 1.7 x l0 7P2,
the calculatedparametersin Table l.
PDi: hish CDi,
Geothermometry based on the present model results in
LG: -rr920 - 77.
temperatures that are very similar to those given by the
model of Carlson and Lindsley (1988) at pressuresb€low
PEn: OEn,
qO at 40-60
30 kbar, and are only slightly higher (10-30
AG: -17932 + 35.557"
pointed
et al. (1988),
_0.67t '(l _ 633 x l0-'p) _ 0.32p,
Davidson
out
by
as
kbar. However,
the model of Carlson and Lindsley (1988) failed to prePDi: ODi,
dict the stability ofpigeonite in the pyroxene quadrilatAG : 20925 - l9T - 0.09P + 40 x t0-7P2,
eral at Fe/(Fe + Mg) of 0.1-0.3 and hence is unsuitable
for use in the multicomponent syst€ms.On the other hand,
OEn : high-P CEn,
the model of Davidson et al. (1988) cannot be used for
AG: 8300+ 6.27 0.2P,
the thermobarometry of garnet peridotites and lherzolites
ODi: hish-P CDi,
at pressureshigher than 30 kbar. Only the two-pyroxene
A G : - 1 5 0 0 0+ l 2 T + 0 . 2 9 P- 4 0 x l 0 7 P 2 .
thermometry basedon the presentmodel is applicable at
any pressurein either simple or complex systems.
OEn: low CEn,
The model is unique in its ability to predict the phase
AG : -1921 + 2.297 - 0.01tP + t0-7P2,
relations involving protopyroxene, including the phase
high CEn : low CEn,
relationsdeterminedby Carlson(1988)at I bar and 1295A G : - 5 3 7 8 + 4 . 2 4 7 - 0 . O 4 9 P- 0 . 7 x l 0 - 1 P 2 .
1425 T,. Thus, the conclusion of Carlson et al. (1988)
that the orthopyroxeneJike phase at I bar and high temperatures is identical to ordinary orthopyroxene is conThese parameters were used to evaluate the thermopyroxene
firmed. The model predicts the stability of all enstatite
properties
end-members
at
970
of the
dynamic
K (Table l). The reference temperature of 970 K was polymorphs. This includes the newly discovered stability
chosen for several reasons: the enthalpy measurements field of high clinoenstatite below the melting curve, preare usually conducted at this temperature, the tempera- viously thought to be metastable with respect to melting.
ture is within the range of the heat-capacity measure- A number of apparent inconsistenciesamong experimenments, and it is close to the temperature range of the tal studies, arising from incomplete understanding of the
phase-equilibrium experiments. The parameters for or- phase relations in the enstatite-diopside system, is exthoenstatite and diopside (high clinodiopside) were eval- plained.
l"(Opx) :,4o@px) :,4c Gigh-P Cpx) : 20000,
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Perhapsthe most important contribution of the model
is in its ability to predict the compositions of two coexisting pyroxenesat 100-160 kbar. Although this may not
be relevant to thermometry, it is essentialfor deciphering
the mineral and chemical composition and the evolution
of the Earth's upper mantle. Gasparik (1990) used the
model for calculating the phase relations in the system
CaO-MgO-AlrO3-SiO,(CMAS) for the whole upper mantle. The CMAS system gives a very satisfactory approximation of the complex natural compositions found in
mantle xenoliths in terms of predicting the stability of
mineral phasesand the correct phaserelations. It is likely
that the CMAS system is an equally good analogue for
the whole mantle, and thus essential for estimating its
mineral and chemical composition.
The compositions of two coexisting pyroxeneson the
CMAS solidus are important in the processesthat led to
the differentiation of the upper mantle. Herzberg et al.
(1990) determined the compositions of the coexisting orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and garnet at 100 kbar and
2080'C in close agreementwith the model. From these
compositions, they were able to deduce that the melting
of a chondritic mantle is peritectic: the composition of
the melt is outside the triangle formed by the compositions of the coexistingorthopyroxene,clinopyroxene,and
garnet. Hence, the melting of the three-phaseassemblage
produces peritectic melt and additional orthopyroxene.
The peritectic melt could evolve into the peridotitic compositions observedin mantle xenoliths only by separation
from the orthopyroxene residueand subsequentfractional crystallization of clinopyroxene and garnet. The compositions of the two coexisting pyroxenesplay a crucial
role in theseprocesses.
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